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REPORT-BACK ON APRIL EVENTS
Talk
Pat Kramer’s talk on the book Hidden Karoo was enjoyed by her audience. She explained how the book
came about, her partnership with the photographer Alain Proust and how the locations were selected.
She then presented an illustrated talk on some of the photographs - a talk which combined some
architectural history with Karoo history and anecdotes about the buildings and the families who built
them.
Outing
A very successful outing to the Malmesbury area took place in glorious autumn sunshine.
First, we were welcomed at Schoonspruit, where the hosts were preparing for a wedding so basically
left us to roam wherever we wished. Wonderful Victorian features in the house.

Schoonspruit (John Cornell).

The Van der Westhuijzens of Rozenburg welcomed us with tea and cakes, after which we gathered in
the dining from to listen to Anna van der Westhuijzen’s stories about the farm. Then we were basically
given the run of the house and farm and explored far and wide.
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Rozenburg: Anna van der Westhuijzen telling history of the farm; one of the murals (John Kramer).

After lunch we drove about 10km north of Malmesbury to visit Fanie Walters on his farm
Kelderfontein. Alex Dodge discovered this farm some time ago and set up the visit for us. Fanie lives
in a newish house, but the original werf is still intact. Everyone enjoyed exploring the various farm
buildings, including Fanie’s grandparents’ L-shaped cottage which still contained much of their
furniture ... and Jeanne Bull discovered a piano (there were actually two) and gave us a tune.

Kelderfontein: Fanie Walter’s grandparents’ cottage (John Kramer.

After Kelderfontein we parted ways and made our way home. Our thanks to Alex Dodge for organising
the outing and ensuring that everything ran smoothly.

En route, Loedolff House, a very said sight (John Kramer).
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Talk and outing for June to be advised.

VASSA WORKSHOP
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ARCHITECTURE COMPETITION - Registration closes 2 June 2022

See https://cwgcmemorialcompetition.co.za.

DEBUNKING AN URBAN MYTH – OR PERHAPS NOT
Nigel Amschwand
For many years, I have repeatedly heard the story of a bridge that was destined for Australia in the
1850s was either offloaded by mistake (therefore perhaps a bridge destined for the Cape went to
Australia) or was offloaded to enable the ship to be repaired and could not be reloaded.
If it had reached Australia, it would have been the first iron bridge, as according to Wiki the earliest
iron bridge was built in 1867.
The bridge was then used to span the Berg River on road from Malmesbury to Piketberg, via the
outspan at Zoute Rivier, as shown on the 1915 District Map (but now on a loop off the N7). It is still a
mystery why the bridge was installed at the Berg River at this point. There was no drift there, the
nearest being at Bridgetown (that’s another story), but various authors have put forward explanations.
It always seemed unlikely to me that if the bridge could not be loaded onto that ship, it could be
loaded onto the next one. It appears that there were some years between it arriving and its
installation. Furthermore, if it was too heavy to manoeuvre in the harbour where there must have
been cranes, how did it get to its final destination over 100 km away.
Obviously, the bridge was not shipped in one piece. It consists of three equal spans sitting on its
abutments and two stone piers.
I decided to go and have another look. I was there many years ago and talked to a farmer, Mnr van
Schalkwyk. He plied me with coffee and told me stories of his youth when he swam across the river to
visit the farmers’ daughters on the other side. He asked a favour, could I please move his desk. When
I tried, I couldn’t even lift a corner – it was made of ysterhout! Mnr van Schalkwyk almost fell out of
his chair laughing.
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Figure 1. The bridge looking upriver. The left-hand pier is partly obscured by trees.

During the present visit I paid more attention to the bridge’s construction. It is a lattice truss design,
invented in 1820 by the architect Ithiel Town. The concept is that many lightweight members form a
lattice to hold the weight. It was originally designed to be made of timber and suited to unskilled
workmen.
Looking at the way the sections are constructed, all held together by rivets, it was apparent that, with
some sections manufactured in England (there was no makers nameplate), final assembly could be
finished on site. Unless the whole thing was shipped in pieces (when there wouldn’t have been
problems with reloading the bits, see last month’s Newsletter), the smallest element would be a side
member with dimensions 38.11 m x 2.7 m. These would have been riveted on site to top and bottom
plates and joined with tee bars. Then the cross beams that support the roadway would be connected.
Two items support this theory. Firstly, the size of rivets used on site mostly had a head diameter of
about 30 mm, whereas those used in initial construction were 40 mm. See Figure 2. Secondly, there
are manufacturer’s marks indicating where the various sections are to be joined. See Figure 3.
Having measured all the iron sections that made up the side elements, the estimated mass is about
12.6 tonnes. Without the top and bottom plates, the side elements would bend under their own
weight if laid horizontally, so some temporary reinforcement would be needed. Thus, increasing the
mass. This could be supported on three ox waggons but how these were manoeuvred and towed to
site is unknown.
Moving 13 to 14 tonnes, whilst difficult is not impossible. The length would have been the difficulty.
Perhaps it was broken down into shorter sections, but no evidence of this was visible. What can be
said is that after over 150 years the bridge is still standing strong, although it could do with a coat of
paint. If there are any structural engineers out there who can provide further enlightenment, please
write in.
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Figure 2. Looking over the bridge
in the direction of the N7.

ALYS FANE TROTTER (1863-1961)
Continuing on the theme of artists and the information that can be gleaned from their work, we look
at Alys Fane Trotter. During the two years she spent at the Cape, Alys produced numerous sketches
of vernacular buildings, which are invaluable sources of information today. For example, her sketches
were very helpful to Gawie and Gwen Fagan in the restoration of Boschendal.
This is a condensed version of an article written by Elizabeth Procter and published in Restorica No 9,
1981.
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There were enthusiasts born in older countries who opened South African eyes to the beauty and
valuable heritage of Cape Dutch rural architecture.
One of the first who campaigned for such protection and preservation was Alys Fane Trotter, who in
her early thirties lived at the Cape from 1896 to 1898 when her husband was employed by the Cape
Government as a consulting engineer. At this time many of the old homesteads which survived were
neglected and in a bad state of repair. The burgeoning economy of the country was in the north with
its gold and diamonds. Cape viticulture and fruit farming were in the doldrums. The heavy insurance
for thatched roofs, because of the fire hazard, had led to considerable replacement by corrugated
iron, and the essential annual application of whitewash to preserve the walls was expensive and timeconsuming. The misdirected craze for Victorian ‘modernisation’ was further ruining the beautiful
homesteads.
Of Irish and English parentage, Alys Fane Trotter was born at Teffont Manor near Salisbury in
December 1863. She studied art at the Slade School and in Rome, and travelled extensively always
especially interested in historical architecture and furnishings. This artistic background enabled her
very quickly to assess the high quality and intrinsic historical interest of the beautiful examples of old
Cape Dutch architecture and their contents.
Inspired by her artistic sense, Alys Fane Trotter was determined to record what remained. Tirelessly,
clad in her voluminous Victorian garments, she rode out on a trusty bicycle over rough dusty roads
carrying her sketching materials. She went as far afield as Tulbagh and covered an area of 50 miles.
Alys Fan Trotter filled three sketch books with pencil drawings of tremendous power, accuracy and
charm, presenting elevations of the homesteads and details of the gables, doors, stoeps, flights of
steps, entrance gates, slave bells and ring walls, as well as interiors. She also made an intensive study
of the background of these farms. …
Edmund Garrett, then editor of the Cape Times, also an admirer this architecture, invited Mrs Trotter
to write an illustrated account of her research. This, entitled ‘The Old Cape Homesteads and their
founders’ was published in its entirety as the Christmas Number of the Cape Times in 1898 and
aroused widespread interest.
Herbert Baker, then a young architect employed by Cecil Rhodes, encouraged her to publish her
drawings in a more permanent form. The English publishers Batsford were enthusiastic too, and in
1899 appeared ‘Old colonial Houses of the Cape of Good Hope, illustrated and described by Alys Fane
Trotter’.
In 1898 her husband was recalled to London to become electricity adviser to the Board of Trade. Here,
using material from her publication in the Cape Times and other research, Alys Fane Trotter wrote her
readable and informative ‘Old Cape Colony - a chronicle of her men and houses’ profusely illustrated
by her sketches, published by Constable in1903.
In the Cape Times of 21 December 1948, to commemorate the contribution of Alys Fane Trotter 50
years previously, William Fehr, the notable expert of Africana paid tribute in an article entitled “First
historian of old Cape Houses”. He wrote: “Alys Fane Trotter was among the first to recognise this
cultural heritage of the Cape and make a permanent record of it … South Africa is immensely the richer
for the two splendid volumes she has bequeathed to us”.
Many of her original pencil drawings are now in the William Fehr Collection. …. It is significant that
nearly all the buildings in the Western Cape that have been proclaimed National Monuments are
recorded in her books.
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She continued to draw her whole life and became a published poet. She died in 1961.
Alex Dodge revisited some of the places drawn by Alys Fane Trotter and took photographs from similar
viewpoints.
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TIMES HAVE CHANGED … OR HAVE THEY?
It is sometimes difficult to believe some of the devastation of historic architecture that took place in
Cape Town in the 20th century. Here is a shortened version of an article which appeared in the
Restorica of 1975.

Early photograph of the newly constructed (1905) City Hall.

Bloomberg says he is “astounded”
The mayor of Cape Town, Mr David Bloomberg, said yesterday the “high handed” action of the
National Monuments Council in declaring the City Hall a national monument “emphasizes … that local
authorities are no longer masters of their own destiny”.
He continues: “I am astonished at the effrontery of the arbitrary action taken by the executive
committee of the National Monuments Council in declaring the City hall a national monument.
Further on in the article: “Our present City Hall was built with ratepayers’ money and is the property
of the municipality. I believe that Mayor Thomas Ball, who laid the foundation stone in 1900, and
Mayor Hyman Lieberman, who performed the opening in 1905, would turn in their graves at the
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thought of anyone other than the representatives of the City of Cape Town determining the future of
the City Hall.”
Consequently, I will take all possible action to ensure the National Monuments Council’s decision is
not confirmed and I have no doubt that my Council will endorse this attitude.” (Cape Times November
12, 1974).
Commenting on the above, the editor stated [perhaps with some foresight into the future]: Cape Town
as a city does not inspire confidence that the City Hall would be safe for all times. Smothered by
highways and tainted by unsightly buildings erected in the name of progress, Cape Town is fast losing
its character and charm. Accepted that Mr Bloomberg would protect the City Hall, will others? The
National Monuments Council should rather be criticised for too few proclamations - and thanked by
the Cape Town City Council for the honour done it.
Visit this website for an amazing 3-D tour of the City Hall. It was created by Zamani Project which
undertakes data collection and analysis, heritage communication, and training and capacity building
for experts and the public so that they have access to high-quality spatial heritage data, and can learn
from, conserve, and protect heritage. Explore their web page as they have posted 3-D tours of heritage
sites all over Africa.
https://www.zamaniproject.org/site-south-africa-cape-town-city-hall.html#header3-gk

COMPANY GARDENS WALL, VICTORIA
STREET
In a previous Newsletter we reported
that the Company Gardens wall had
collapsed in parts due to the theft of the
ornamental metal fencing. On 12 April
2022 Pat spotted workmen preparing to
fix it. We will follow up with a report on
the finished product.

WAGONS, WAGONS AND MORE WAGONS
We have discovered the most wonderful web page created by Graham Leslie McCallum. He has
assembled a huge collection of images all to do with the iconic South African wagon.
He writes on his web page:
“While researching the ox-drawn Cape-wagon, I was surprised by the vast number of drawings,
engravings and paintings created by Artists, Travellers, Explorers and Naturalists of Cape-wagons over
the past 300 years. It was as if the wagon (like Table Mountain, a Zulu Bee-hive hut and a Baobab tree)
had become a symbolic ‘stand-in’ for South Africa.
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The wagon had become symbolic of exploration, adventure and new horizons; the freedom of the
wide African landscape and the big sky; the anticipated relaxation of outspanning at the end of a long
day’s trek and a night of camaraderie around a fire at night. write of just such a South African iconictheme – that of the ‘Outspan’ in my blog posting
Further to the wagon becoming a symbol – certain activities involving wagon-trekking took hold of the
traveller’s imagination in several often-encountered themes. A fine example of an iconic-theme are
all the numerous images of ox-wagons fording rivers. It is evident that river-crossings (their difficulty,
danger, clamour, splashing and slipping) – made indelible impressions on the minds of everyone who
visited or who lived at the Cape. And – thanks to Artist and Author – we know this. It also made a
strong impression on the minds of Illustrators and Book Printers back in Europe. No Explorer or
Missionary’s book was complete without a picture of that baptism by water. The iconic-theme of the
‘river-crossing’ thus becomes symbolic of the great South African adventure and way of life.

Photograph of two transport wagons crossing the Tugela River, Natal/ Zululand.

In this posting – like those 17th, 18th and 19th century wanderers, I explore these iconic pictorial
themes. Perhaps as you scroll through the many historic images, you will slow your pace to that of the
shambling ox, perhaps sojourn just long-enough to outspan, and maybe in so doing – feel the
excitement of the trek - and in so doing – remember and honour all those who once lived and loved
the veldt and berg.”
https://grahamlesliemccallum.wordpress.com/2016/07/22/the-iconic-cape-wagon-a-pictoral-trek/, OR enter iconic themes
- the cape wagon - a pictorial trek into your search engine.
If you find the many illustrations of wagons interesting, do
https://grahamlesliemccallum.wordpress.com/2014/07/18/outspanning/.
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look

at

his

entry

on

“outspanning”.

Once motorised vehicles appeared, this was the
fate of many wagons.

THE TORNADO AT MALMESBURY: AN “OVERERWHELMING CALAMITY”
The following article was transcribed from a commemorative pamphlet published by the Cape Times
in September 1905.

Several Persons Killed
Wholesale Destruction of Property

Of the long chapter of disasters which are recorded in the following pages by far the most serious was
the calamity which befell the town of Malmesbury in the early morning of Friday, September 29th
[1905]. Day was just dawning but the good folk of the town were for the most part still in their beds,
when the overwhelming calamity fell upon their homes. The night before had given no presage of the
impending disaster, although it was worthy of note that the barometer stood lower than had been the
case for the past twenty years.
A little rain fell and about three o’clock in the morning of the 29th a thunder storm broke over the town,
lasting, however, on a few minutes. The next disturbance in the weather appears to have occurred a few
minutes after five o’clock, when a torrential fall of rain occurred, stopping as suddenly as it began. Then
came a momentary silence, followed after a short interval by a distant gathering roar, which grew in
volume and approached rapidly nearer until, some seven minutes after the first remote rumble was
heard, the tornado burst upon the town with awful violence, crushing, doubling up and scattering in all
directions everything that crossed its path.
The tornado cut a straight path through the town - in breadth about 300 yards, and in length threequarters of a mile - dealing death and destruction on its course. And it passed by in little more than half
a minute. It swept over the town with a heavy burring roll, not unlike a succession of exceptionally heavy
thunderclaps. One of its curious features - as stated by the few who were in a position to make any
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observations - was the illumination the windcloud. One of the townsfolk states that he did not hear any
noise at all. He woke about two hours before the occurrence, then, after remaining awake for a few
minutes, he extinguished his bedroom candle. As he did so, looking out of the window he saw a glare in
the sky, which at the moment he assumed to be lightning. A somewhat similar glare was remarked by a
cab-driver, who happened to be in the streets just after the storm had gone by. One lady declares that
she heard a noise like something rumbling and rushing, but that she was too much scared to go to the
door. Others describe the sound as being that of a tearing, and said they saw a fire in the sky, which, like the cyclone - passed in a moment.

The first point of contact seems to have been near to Mr Eksteen’s house, and the north side of the river.
The railings of Mr Ecksteen’s property were uprooted and deposited in the road, but the dwelling was
untouched. A similar thing happened on Mr Bergh’s property. In half-a-minute over seventy-five
buildings had been unroofed and completely wrecked; enormous trees had been torn up by the roots;
the Masonic Temple and the Roman Catholic Church had been left in irreparable ruin; floors and
furniture and household property had been buried beneath masses of debris, and, the worst of all, seven
lives had been lost and serious injury caused to a considerable number of inhabitants.
The photographs of this event were taken by T.G. Ravenscroft, son of the famous photographer T.D.
Ravenscroft. Coincidentally the family had moved to Malmesbury at some point. The images were
used in the special pamphlet produced by the Cape Times and as a series of postcards. The images
shown here are from the postcard collection of John Kramer (Cyclone Series Malmesbury 29 Sept.
1905). They are not of particularly good quality, but were probably hastily produced for sale after the
tornado.
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It has been suggested that the tornado was responsible for the dearth of gabled buildings in such an
old town. Of apparently only two gabled houses, one was restored but has now collapsed (Loedolf
House, see VASSA Newsletter August 2021).

PHOTOGRAPH FOR MAY
This photograph was found in a family album and is labelled “Greenlands - Swart Koppies”. The farm
was situated in the Little Karoo, probably in the Ladismith area. Notice the vernacular farmhouse in
the background.

Today farmers use modern baling methods for their hay, but these old haystacks were quite tricky to
build and there is a reason for their conical shape.
First the hay had to be dry as damp hay is highly combustible. The cut hay was left in the fields and
turned regularly until it was dry. A layer of branches might be placed on the ground to lift the hay off
damp ground or a high area with suitable drainage would be chosen. This was all very weather
dependent - the last thing the farmer wanted was rain, hence the saying “making hay while the sun
shines”.
“The stack was made waterproof as it was built, a skilled task [almost like thatching] and the hay would
compress under its own weight and cure by the release of heat from the residual moisture in the hay
and from the compression forces” (Wiki). Sometimes a little thatch would be placed on the top to
deflect water. When finally built, the outside of the stack would be ‘combed’ to help with water
runoff. Efficient rain runoff on the exterior would keep the interior of the stack dry.

Compiled by Pat Kramer & edited by Antonia Malan - publications@vassa.org.za.
The Vernacular Architecture Society is not responsible for errors or opinions in this Newsletter.
Please do not reproduce the images without permission.
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